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Early in the 21st century, i t ’s dif f icult  to determine exactly 
where the transgressive is located or of what i t ’s consti tuted. 
Popular television shows include the anxious inner l i fe of 
an unrepentant serial  ki l ler,  Hollywood is more than happy 
to rachet up their action violence to increasingly prepos-
terous heights, drug abuse remains persistent throughout 
the culture, and internet pornography seems to expand 
as exponential ly and speedily as the Universe i tself .  And 
yet,  the briefest image of ants crawling across a crucif ix 
is somehow suff icient to make the small-minded lose their 
collective shit .

Many of the subjects and ideas once considered deviant 
and relegated to fr inge status are creeping ever closer to the 
mainstream. Or perhaps the mainstream is merely opening 
i ts arms wider and wider to welcome all  those themes and 
subjects and wayward sons and daughters of deviancy back 
into the family. I t  may simply be that the effect of increased 
information f low reveals our real world as so teeming with 
incredible violence, abuse, disaster,  and real-world anguish 
that a drug addict,  a shemale, or f2m sexual domination 
seems somehow tame by comparision. Almost quaint.

The drawings of Toronto-based art ist  Erin Finley collapse 
a rigorous and often rapturous drawing style with deviant, 
transgressive, and sometimes morally elastic themes. Often 
comically rendered, they are nonetheless lovingly realized, 
with a delicacy that sometimes belies the harsh edges from 
which some of the work is derived. And while i t  sounds l ike 
an easy gesture—depict questionable behavior with the same 
tone and style you might apply to a children’s book—there 
are complex layers of at traction at work. 

Finley hybridizes a feminist,  even riot grrrl ,  sensibil i ty with 
visual cues that draw upon the antecedents of Disney anima-
tion, the hyperbolic identi t ies of young pop icons, the tone 
of fairytales, and the desultory and darker themes of drug 
use, sexual exploitat ion, and physical violence. Guantanamo 
allusions morph into s&m sexual play, suicide bombers 
work the stripper pole, bottomless androgynes engage 
in rape fantasies or engage in phone sex, and drugs are 
imbibed with the playful nonchalance of a tea party through 
the looking glass.

Finley’s delicate sense of shading, her emphatic exaggera-
tions of form, and her smaller,  annotated drawings that 

seem to remark upon the main action, al l  contribute 
to their irresistible allure. Scale is so effectively 
exaggerated that f igures often seem to be leaping out 
toward the viewer. And despite Finley’s prodigious 
abil i ty to convincingly draw the human form, most 
of her f igures are outl ined, ever so subtly,  but 
enough to remind the viewer that these are essen-
tial ly cartoonish ruminations. And l ike cartoons, they 
are affectionate and endearing, str iking the right tone 
to undercut their own semi-serious subjects with 
good-natured aplomb.

There is also a persistently humorous high/low 
dynamic at work, as designer shoes and hats (not 
to mention an often regal-seeming appearance) 
exist alongside sneakers, trucker caps, and visible 
tampons. I f  you have a drawing with an attractive 
woman with no panties, exposed bunghole t i l ted 
skyward, sucking on a dildo-sized bong but the art ist 
has taken care to depict (and specify in the work’s 
t i t le) that said bong-sucking bunghole gal is wearing 
d’Orsay Manolo Blahnik shoes—well,  you could be 
forgiven i f  you remain uncertain as to what exactly 
the fet ish is.

While there are recurring motifs of female domi-
nance and male submission, Finley is ult imately not 
describing sexual power plays, but is rather touching 
upon the often deeply ambiguous complexity inherent 
in desire—the signif icant dif ference between a rape 
and a rape fantasy. Or the dif ference between a man 
strung up naked, Guantanamo-style, surrounded by 
dangerous, sex-hungry women and that same man 
using one foot to remove his other shoe—will ingly 
giving in, as i t  were.

Lastly,  but in no way least,  they are f lat  out gorgeous 
drawings. I f  you f ind the subject matter questionable 
or undesirable, you sti l l  have to deal with the unde-
niable impact of their persistently beauti ful selves. 
Transgressive? Well,  maybe. Or maybe they are just 
“desire-posit ive,” eschewing judgment in favor of 
rapturous glee.
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